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Executive Summary

Thank you for the opportunity to provide this submission in response to the Competition
Policy Review Final Report. The Shopping Centre Council of Australia (SCCA)
congratulates the Government and the Review Panel on the thorough and inclusive
approach which has been taken to informing the review of Australia's competition policy,
laws and institutions.

Generally speaking, we are very pleased with the Final Report and have no pressing
concerns with the recommendations or their process of development.

Indeed, we are pleased that a number of the key recommendations made in our
submission to the Draft Report appear to have been have taken on board by the Review
Panel when constructing their final recommendations to Government. In particular, we
are pleased that the Review Panel has, among other improvements, abandoned the
unhelpful "incumbent" versus "new entrant" distinction drawn in the Draft Report with
regard to planning and zoning.

This submission re-states our support for a number of the key recommendations made in
the Final Report.

It also provides additional information on a range of recommendations made in the Final
Report, including an overview of some recent pronouncements made by various State
Governments and related policy development processes which are underway across the
jurisdictions. This information is provided to assist the Government frame its response to
the Final Report, in part by highlighting the enduring implementation challenge that
comes with, for example, trading hours liberalisation.

We also take the opportunity to re-canvass issues we raised in our submission in
response to the Draft Report which do not apoear to have been considered by the Review
Panel in preparing the Final Report.

We make 14 recommendations in this submission covering the following issues:

Planning and zoning Retail trading hours

Pharmacy Cartel conduct prohibition

ACCC Governance Acquisition of supermarket leases

Occupational licensing Planning and development of airport land

A failure to reference an issue in this submission which was subject to a recommendation
in either our submission to the Issues Paper or Draft Report should be taken as a
statement of our satisfaction with how the issue is framed in the Final Report.

The SCCA looks forwarding to ongoing engagement with the Government to see the
important and necessary reforms recommended by the Review Panel adopted and
implemented with the cooperation of the relevant tier/s of Government, and the private
sector.

We make the following recommendations to the Government for its consideration in the
preparation of its response to the Competition Policy Review Final Report:

1. That the Federal Government acknowledges that, despite many reviews
and inquiries, an overly simplistic view of retail planning and policy exists
and that too much attention has historically been given to the pleas of so-
called "new entrants" rather than delivering a level playing field for all
pafticipants.

2. We generally suppoft the Panel's recommendation regarding planning and
zoning (Recommendation 9), in pafticular the proposed application of a
"public interest test" (as per Recommendation 8).
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3. We generally support the suggested role of the ACCP and note the
coordinating role that will need to be played by COAG to initiate and drive
the reform agenda across the States and Territories.

4. That any reform program needs to consider appropriate and fair
transitional arrangements to ensure the existing and planned retail
investment, pafticularly investment which is consistent with current
Government policy, is not undermined.

5. We suppoft the Panel's recommendation on retail trading hours and the
suggestion that, if any restrictions are to be retained, "these should be
strictly limited to Christmas Day, Good Friday and the morning of ANZAC
Day".

6. Investigate the related impact of restrictions on trading hours, including
'core trading hour'controls in retail lease legislation and the application of
'hour of operation' development consent conditions.

7. We acknowledge that the proposed two year review of the pharmacy sector
will now be undeftaken and will, among other issues, address the anti-
competitive elements of the current regulation of pharmacies, including
locations rules.

8. We strongly support the proposed "broad exemption" lot joint ventures
and anticipate working with Government on related future changes to the
Competition and Consumer Act.

9. We strongly suppoft the proposed repeal of s. 10(18) of the Competition
and Consumer Act.

1O.In recognition of the growing importance of licensed premised as part of
shopping centres tenancy mix, invite the shopping centre industry to be
part of the proposed future review of liquor licensing regulation.

ll.We recommend that Federal Treasury inseft itself into the consultation
process with regard to the proposed fuÊher liberalisation of planning rules
for non-aviation related development on airpoft land to ensure that the
outcome of this consultation process doesn't offend the'competition policy
considerations'outlined in the Final Repoft.

12.We recommend that the planning framework in the Airpofts Act be subject
to the "public interest test" detailed in Recommendation 8 - Regulatory
Review.

13.We repeat our previous recommendation that s.5O of the Competition and
Consumer Act be amended to ensure that a renewal of a lease to a
supermarket operator, and the exercise of an option in a lease to a
supermarket operator, is not considered an acquisition of an asset.

14.Government should respond to the inferred recommendation regarding the
review of occupational licensing requirements in its response to the Final
RepoÊ and in the preparation of a reform implementation plan.

We would be happy to elaborate on any aspect of this submission. The SCCA's contact
details are provided at page 13.
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1.O Support for key recommendations

The following outlines the SCCA's general support for a number of recommendations in
the Final Report, and provides the Government with details of some recent
pronouncements made by various State Governments and an overview of some recently
initiated related policy development processes which will assist the Government frame its
response to the Final Report.

1.1 Recommendation 9
Regulation Review)

Planning and zoning (and Recommendation I

Planning and zoning is the most frequently reviewed on issue with regard to retail investment,
with the Productivity Commission and the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
(ACCC) both making reform recommendations in recent years,

It is our strong advice to the Federal Government that it acknowledges that, despite the many
reviews and inquiries, an overly simplistic view of retail planning and policy exists in the
context of these reviews. Too much attention has also historically been given to the pleas of
so-called "new entrants" rather than to addressing the un-level and inconsistent restrictions
which apply to retail development throughout planning systems across the country. These
include:

. The application of inconsistent infrastructure requirement/charge requirements between
retail investment in an activity centre and an 'out of centre' location (eg. in Queensland,
there is a 'standard' maximum infrastructure charge for shopping centre development of
$180/m2 of Gross Floor Area, however a 'warehouse' - such as a bulky goods outlet -
has a lower charge of $t4O/m2);

¡ The application of floor space and tenancy area controls in activity centre zones (eg,
across South Australia; considerable delays in the removal of caps in Victoria and
Western Australia);

. Requirements on development proponents in activity centres to deliver public
infrastructure (eg.bus interchanges and pedestrian linkages) on private land,
particularly when their location has been strategically identified due to presence of
public infrastructure; the same requirements are not imposed on'out of centre'
locations.

In view of this frustrating history, we are generally satisfied with the Harper Panel's final
Recommendation 9 - Planning and zoning, and support the specific and deliberate link it
draws with Recommendation B - Regulation Review, and the proposed introduction of a
"public interest test".

We note that the planning and zoning recommendation has been significantly amended and
improved from that in the Draft Report. This improvement includes greater clarity that the
recommendation is applicable to all retail types, format and participants. Principally, this has
been achieved through the removal of the unhelpful "new entrant" versus "incumbent"
distinction drawn in the recommendation in Draft Repoft, The

It remains our strong view that the Federal Government should adopt'competitive neutrality'
as the driving force behind the reform of planning and zoning systems across the country.
This is to ensure that no retail format or entrant receives a competitive advantage over
another. The recommendation in the Final Report, particularly when compared to that in the
Draft Repoft, gives us confidence that the Review Panel has understood that planning and
zoning systems should deliver a level playing field for all pafticipants, rather than a free-kick
for so-called 'new entrants' or'new formats'.
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We note that the recommendation in the Final Report no longer specifically recommends the
introduction of "competition principles" into state and territory planning and zoning
regulations. However, we would have no problem with the current "competition policy
considerations" being adopted or applied in a more formal way, whether that be through a
regulatory process or other formal process, across jurisdictions to ensure consistency in their
application, Indeed, many of the "considerations" which are outlined re-state existing practice
(eg. "Competition between individual businesses is not in itself a relevant planning
consideration").

In our view, the greatest strength in the Final Report's recommendation is the proposed
application of a "public interest test", as spelled out in Recommendation B - Regulation
Review, to current "restrictions on competition in planning and zoning rules", This approach
would ensure that appropriate recognition and weight in decision making is given to the other
'public goods' that are delivered through the planning system, such as infrastructure and
transport efticiency, reduction in land use conflicts, and consideration of environmental and
heritage preservation (to name just a few, and are spelled out in more detail in the SCCA's
submission to the Issues Paper),

We note, however, that the recommendation seems to be written in the negative and
suggests that local, State and Territory Governments, and existing investors, would need to
defend prevailing land use planning policy and regulations. We infer this from the statement
"the rules should not restrict competition unless it can be demonstrated that the benefits of
the restrictions to the community as a whole outweigh the costs".

We stress that competition is only one of a number of relevant policy issues taken into
consideration, and traded off to greater or lesser degrees, by planning authorities and urge
the Government to apply this recommendation in a way which leverages existing productivity
enhancing Government investment in infrastructure and private sector investment which was
delivered in line with prevailing regulation planning and zoning regulation. We discussed this
in detail in our submission to the Issues Paper.

In other words, the rule book should not be thrown out the window and only proponents
seeking to have the 'rules changed' should be required to demonstrate that the benefits of
their proposal to the community outweigh the costs.

This approach is akin to recommendations that the SCCA has recently made to the NSW
Government in our effort to have that jurisdiction develop a Retail Investment Policy. NSW
suffers from a policy vacuum with regard to centres planning and growth, and retail
investment, which has led to inconsistent and unfair decision making across the State with
regard to retail investment, including the approval of ad hoc'out-of-centre' development,

The report, based on a comprehensive 'stage 1' research repoft, prepared for the SCCA by
respected planning and economic consultants, Hill PDA, to drive this reform agenda is at
attachment 1.

Hill PDA consulted with a range of retail companies, including those beyond the SCCA's
membership, including ALDI and Woolworths, in the preparation of this report to ensure broad
stakeholder buy-in and deliver coordinated and targeted recommendations. They also spoke
with the NSW Department Planning and Environment and the NSW Treasury. Consideration
was also given to a range of critical policy issues, including competition.

We made three key recommendations to the NSW Government in this report: (1) commit to
a new Retail Investment Policy, (2) establish a working group to develop a new approach,
and (3) develop and consistently apply a Net Community Benefit Test (NCBT) for retail
development proposals. A consistent NCBT will help unlock development oppottunities in
areas targeted for growth in prevailing Government land use strategies (ie. A Plan for Growing
Sydney) and also better assess 'out-of-centre' proposals.
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We would be happy to discuss the preparation of and recommendations in this repoft with the
Federal Government, including officials in the Treasury.

We also draw the Government's attention to the fact that the South Australian Government is
currently reviewing its centres and retail policy framework,

We have advised the South Australian Government that its current proposed approach to
reform does not go far enough to address the needs of the whole of South Australia's retail
economy, including shopping centres, as the review's scope is too heavily focussed on the
needs of so-called "new retailers".

(Although we are willing to work with the South Australian Government, we do note one of
the key drivers of their review process, specifically that "new retailers" have expressed
concern about their "ability to enter the market" (based on a misunderstanding or
misinterpretation of previous Productivity Commission recommendations) may contravene the
first "competition policy consideration" outlined in Recommendation 9 (ie, "Arrangements that
explicitly or implicitly favour particular operators are anti-competitive"),)

We are also generally supportive of the role suggested for the proposed Australian Council for
Competition Policy (ACCP) in Recommendation 9, specifically to repoft on the progress of the
jurisdictions in the application of the public interest test, We also suggest that the Council of
Australian Governments (COAG) will need to play a role in driving and coordinating the
reform agenda across ju risd ictions.

We strongly recommend that the ACCP and the jurisdictions, via COAG, be specifically
charged with considering appropriate and fair transitional arrangements to ensure the existing
and planned retail investment, particularly investment which is consistent with current
Government policy, is not undermined as a result of any review and reform of planning and
zoning systems.

By way of example, in our recent submission to the SA Government regarding its proposed
reform to its activity centres and retail policy, we made the following comment:

"By way of example, a large anchor tenant looking to come to, or grow
within, Adelaide, will not simply double its investment and establish one shop
in an activity centre and one shop in an out-of-centre location. At the end of
the day, in most situations there will still only be one shop, and we think it is
the role of Governmentb strategic policy framework to make sure that it ends
up in the right location.

As it is the large tenants which underpin the feasibility of projects (by virtue
of their floor space requirements, their ability to generate foot traffic and their
relatively long lease terms), if they choose to locate in an out-of-centre
location, the viability of a planned investment in an activity centre may fall
over due to the absence of an appropriate anchor tenant. With this would
come a lost opportunity to revitalise and redevelop a strategically located
activity centre that is the right location for retail investment in South
Australia."

This demonstrates a reality of retail investment which needs to be understood by the Federal
Government in driving the review of planning and zoning requirements across the country
and spells out why clear transition and implementation plans will be needed,

Recommendations

1. That the Federal Government acknowledges that, despite many reviews
and inquiries, an overly simplistic view of retail planning and policy exists
and that too much attention has historically been given to the pleas of so-
called "new entrants" rather than delivering a level playing field for all
pafticipants.
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2. We generally support the Panel's recommendation regarding planning and
zoning (Recommendation 9), in pafticular the proposed application of a
"public interest test" (as per Recommendation 8).

3. We generally support the suggested role of the ACCP and note the
coordinating role that will need to be played by COAG to initiate and drive
the reform agenda across the States and Territories.

4. That any reform program needs to consider appropriate and fair
transitional arrangements to ensure the existing and planned retail
investment, pafticularly investment which is consistent with current
Government policy, is not undermined.

L.2 Recommendation 12 - Retail trading hours

We strongly support the Panel's recommendation on retail trading hours and the suggestion,
if any restrictions are to be retained, "these should be strictly limited to Christmas Day, Good
Friday and the morning of ANZAC Day". We also have little doubt that the Federal
Government would like to see this reform implemented, noting the recent suggestion (not
requirement) made to Western Australia in the context of GST compensation that economic
reform in that State should include the liberalisation of trading hours.

The Federal Government needs to utilise its powers of persuasion over the States, including
through COAG, to ensure this recommendation is implemented. We note the challenge this
presents, particularly considering already apparent resistance from laggard states.

The Queensland Government publically ruled out such reform the day after the final repoft
was released, with the Queensland Treasurer repoded in The Courier Mail on 1 April
(attachment 2) as saying the Queensland Government had "no plans to review or change
the way trading hours are determined in Queensland".

Since then, Master Grocers Australia has come out in strong opposition to an application by
the National Retail Association (NRA), in partnership with the SCCA, to the Queensland
Industrial Relations Commission (QIRC) to see the modernisation and harmonisation of
trading hours across southeast Queensland. A representative of the MGA was quoted in Quest
Newspapers on 13 May (attachment 3) as saying "...now is not a good time to change any
aspect of the trading hours just in southeast Queensland".

The WA Premier, Colin Barnett, would only go as far as to say on 16 April (attachment 4)
that "if we are to have an extra hour or two on a Sunday morning that might be a good
thing...". There was also no action or commitment from the WA Government with regard to
the reform of their trading hours regime in the context of the recent debate regarding GST
compensation.

The South Australian Deputy Premier, John Rau signalled in the Adelaide Advertiser on 1 April
(attachment 5) that the SA Government was interested in "hearing from people and
groups...before considering what, if any, changes are appropriate". We are seeking to follow
up this opportunity.

Needless to say, the Secretary of the SDA South Australia (the 'Shop Assistants Union') has
rejected the recommendation outright. Despite claiming that "there is no empirical evidence
to demonstrate that deregulated trading hours on public holidays will result in an increase in
sales or boost job creation in SA", the SDA Secretary claims, without an evidence base, that
trading hours reform "will only leave workers worse off".
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We have recently provided the WA Government with a suite of data in relation to the 2014
'extended' Christmas trading hours period. This evidence is based on actual customer foot
traffic and retailer pafticipation (ie. how many retailers opened) (attachment 6). This
evidence confirms our strong view that extended trading hours in WA have been embraced by
shoppers and that Sunday is becoming a 'normal'and preferred trading day for consumers.
We strongly suspect this would be the case across the country.

We are also encouraged by the recent election commitment of the NSW Government to see
the liberalisation of trading on Boxing Day across NSW. We strongly suppofted this
announcement (attachment 7) and provided details about the number of retailers and the
amount of floor space which could be released from archaic trading hour restrictions if this
reform was achieved. We will continue to work with the NSW Government as they progress
toward introducing legislation to see this change implemented.

Although not canvassed in the Review Panel's report, we would also support moves to
introduce greater flexibility for a landlord to amend, and extend, 'core trading hours', the
regulation of which is embodied within retail lease legislation, This would ensure that in peak
trading times where extended trade is desirable, such as the period prior to Christmas,
shopping centres would be able to open for longer with all retailers being open for the benefit
of customers.

We would also suggest that the Government should investigate rolling-back the ability for
development consent authorities (eg. local councils) to impose'hours of operation' restrictions
as a development consent condition. We note that the NSW Government has an
environmental planning policy which waives such conditions within business zones for the
fortnight prior to Christmas to allow business to trade 24 hours a day (if they wish). However,
this policy does not waive 'core trading hour' restrictions applicable to shopping centres so
this policy has no instant benefit to shopping centre owners.

5. We suppoÉ the Panel's recommendation on retail trading hours and the
suggestion that, if any restrictions are to be retained, "these should be
strictly limited to Christmas Day, Good Friday and the morning of ANZAC
Day".

6. Investigate the related impact of restrictions on trading hours, including
'core trading hour'controls in retail lease legislation and the application of
'hour of operation' development consent conditions.

1.3 Recommendation 14 - Pharmacy

We still accept, as the Review Panel does, that there are many anti-competitive aspects about
the current regulation of community pharmacies.

In our submission to the Draft Repoft we suggested that the regulation of pharmacies needs
to be addressed in a holistic manner and noted the opportunity presented by the
renegotiation of the Community Pharmacy Agreement.

We note that "in principle" agreement has since been reached between the Federal
Government and the Pharmacy Guild on the 6th Community Pharmacy Agreement. We also
note that the media statement released by the Minister for Health outlines that, over the next
two years, an independent and public review of the pharmacy sector will be undertaken,
including the consideration of regulation, including location rules. The media statement
indicates that the outcome of this review would only be considered in the context of future
agreements, not staged through the life of the 6th agreement, as proposed in the Final Repoft.

We understand this to mean the recommendation in the Harper Panel's Final Report regarding
pharmacy will be absorbed into this new review process,
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7. We acknowledge that the proposed two year review of the pharmacy sector
will now be undeftaken and will, among other issues, address the anti-
competitive elements of the current regulation of pharmacies, including
locations rules.

L.4 Recommendation 27 - Cartel conduct prohibition

We are pleased that the Panel has retained its recommendation proposing a "broad
exemption" from the cartel provisions for joint ventures and similar forms of business
collaboration (whether relating to the supply or the acquisition of goods and seruices).

We urge the Federal Government to accept this recommendation and work with key
stakeholders to ensure that the legislative drafting to facilitate the proposed "broad
exemption" is workable and accommodates common joint venture structures and decision
making processes.

In light of the prevalence of joint venture agreements in the context of shopping centre
ownership we look forward to being part of the Government's deliberations on how this
recommendation would be implemented.

8. We strongly suppoË the proposed "broad exemption" lot joint ventures
and anticipate working with Government on related future changes to the
Competition and Consumer Act.

1.5 Recommendation 51 - ACCC governance

We strongly support the recommendation in the Final Report to repeal the requirement
under the Competition and Consumer Act for, in effect, there to be one Commissioner
with knowledge, or experience in, small business (s. 10(18)) (ie. a Small Business
Commissioner). We have never understood the reason for this requirement since it was
introduced to the Act in 2008.

As noted in our initial submission to the Issues Paper, this section of the Act was
introduced prior to the appointment of an Australian Small Business Commissioner to
represent small business interests and concerns to the Australian Government; to assist
in educating small businesses; and to seek the resolution of disputes involving small
business. This position still exists (although currently subject to deliberations about the
role evolving to become a Small Business and Family Enterprise Ombudsman), as do
Small Business Commissioners in NSW, SA, Vic and WA.

9. We strongly support the proposed repeal of s. 10(18) of the Competition
and Consumer Act,

1.6 Liquor retailing
As outlined in our submission in response to the Draft Report the 'food and beverage'
offer within shopping centres, including premises requiring a liquor license, is becoming
increasingly important and prevalent. This trend has seen the SCCA engage with the
licensing authority in NSW, the Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority (ILGA), to
better understand the licensing process for the benefit of our members who are working
with tenants/prospective tenants requiring a liquor license. We expect that this
engagement will also pick up in other jurisdictions.

As the liquor license sits with the tenant, not the landlord, it is important for our
members to have a thorough understanding of the process to ensure they can work
efficiently with their retailers to make sure that the liquor license is operational as soon
as practical. This is particularly important with regard to centre redevelopment projects
which have'hard' delivery/opening dates.
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We agree with the 'Panel's view' that liquor "regulation should be included in a new round
of regulation reviews...to ensure they are meeting their stated objectives". Considering
the growing importance of licensed premised a part of shopping centres tenancy mix, the
SCCA signals its interest in being involved in this proposed future review.

Recommendation

1O.In recognition of the growing importance of licensed premised as part of
shopping centres tenancy mix, invite the shopping centre industry to be
part of the proposed future review of liquor licensing regulation.
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2.O Other areas for investigation

The following details a number of issues which we have raised in our submissions to the
Issues Paper and Draft Report which have not been addressed by the Review Panel in the
Final Report.

2.1 Planning and development of airport land

We raised this issue in our submission in response to the Review Panel's Draft Repod.

An unlevel playing field exists between non-aviation development (eg. large scale retail
developments) on and off airport land. While our member's developments are subject to the
prevailing state and territory and local planning controls, policies and decision making
processes, including the application of relevant infrastructure charging regimes, equivalent
developments on airpod land are not.

This has been a longstanding issue for our members and we have been raising concerns
about the unlevel playing field inherent in the Airpofts Act 1996, and related Master Plans and
Major Development Plans, for over a decade.

In our view, the 'free kick' offered to proponents of large scale retail development on airport
land offends the first 'competition policy consideration' outlined in Recommendation 9 of the
Final Report, ie. "arrangements that explicitly or implicitly favour pafticular operators are anti-
competitive".

Concurrent to the Competition Policy Review is a Department of Infrastructure and Regional
Development-run consultation process regarding further liberalisation of planning rules for
non-aviation related development on airport land. This includes consideration of increasing
the threshold for the required preparation of Major Development Plans and increasing the
lifecycle of airport Master Plans.

We have provided one submission to the Department in September 2014 detailing our
concerns regarding the changes and follow up submissions from stakeholders regarding the
proposals are due by the end of May 2015,

This consultation process, and the proposals contained in various related discussion papers,
has given no consideration to the Competition Policy Review.

ll.We recommend that Federal Treasury insert itself into the consultation
process with regard to the proposed fuÉher liberalisation of planning rules
for non-aviation related development on airpoft land to ensure that the
outcome of this consultation process doesn't offend the 'competition policy
considerations'outlined in the Final Repoft.

12.We recommend that the planning framework in the Airpofts Act be subject
to the "public interest test" detailed in Recommendation 8 - Regulatory
Review.

2.2 Acquisition of supermarket leases

We raised this issue in our submissions in response to both the Issues Paper and the Draft
Report.

This relates to the ACCC's policy decision in 2008 (following the ACCC Grocery Inquiry) to
regard renewal of a lease, including renewal by way of an option, as being caught by s.50
of the Competition and Consumer Act. In other words this relates to the ACCC's now
current policy of, among other things, investigating the renewal of an existing lease to a
supermarket operator, and the exercise of an option in an existing lease to a supermarket
operator, to establish whether these might involve a substantial lessening of competition
in the grocery industry.
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Among a range of administrative and operational issues, including an enduring threat to
the viability of shopping centre development and redevelopments in the event that ACCC
intervention rules out a preferred supermarket operator, there is now also an onus on
supermarket operators and shopping centre owners to ensure that such acquisitions are
notified to the ACCC at least six weeks before the proposed acquisition takes place. This
delaying administrative hurdle is so that the commission can investigate whether or not
this would result in a 'substantial lessening of competition' in the local area.

This was, and remains, a major change, or extension, of policy by the ACCC. Previously,
such transactions had not generally been regarded as attracting the potential application
of s.50 (and there remains legal doubt whether section 50'stretches'as far as the ACCC
currently applies it),

Regardless of the legality of its application this is an unnecessary and disruptive position
for the ACCC to take. The Treasury should investigate this issue and make subsequent
recommendations to the Government for legislative amendment to s.50 hich should be
considered in the context of the Government's response to the Final Report, and related
reform implementation plan.

13.We repeat our previous recommendation that s.5O of the Competition and
Consumer Act be amended to ensure that a renewal of a lease to a
supermarket operator, and the exercise of an option in a lease to a
supermarket operator, is not considered an acquisition of an asset.

2.3 Occupational licensing

We raised this issue in our submissions in response to both the Issues Paper and the Draft
Repoft, and acknowledge that the Review Panel has oftered thoughts on occupational
licensing and has suggested this could form "part of a national regulation review agenda".

We agree with the Review Panel, but still recommend to Government that it should introduce
a specific recommendation on removing or liberalising unnecessary occupational licensing
standards and requirements in order to reduce regulatory burdens and reducing barriers to
entry to industries in the context of the Government's response to the Final Report and
related reform implementation plan, This path would enable Governments to harmonise
laws and regulations to a standard of 'best practise', reducing costs for business (large and
small) across Australia.

14.Government should respond to the inferred recommendation regarding the
review of occupational licensing requirements in its response to the Final
RepoÉ and in the preparation of a reform implementation plan.
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3.O Contact details

The Shopping Centre Council of Australia represents Australia's major shopping centre owners
and managers.

Our members are AMP Capital Investors, Blackstone Group, Brookfield Office Propefties,
Charter Hall Retail REIT, DEXUS Propefty Group, Eureka Funds Management, Federation
Centres, GPT Group, Ipoh Management Seruices, ISPT, Jen Retail Properties, Lancini Group,
JLL, Lend Lease Retail, McConaghy Group, McConaghy Propefties, Milac, Novion Propefty
Group, Perron Group, Precision Group, QIC, Savills, Scentre Group and Stockland.

Contact

The Shopping Centre Council would be happy to discuss any aspect of this submission.

Please do not hesitate to contact:

Angus Nardi
Executive Director
T: 02 9033 1930
M: 0408 O79 184
anardi@scca.org,au

Milton Cockburn
Special Adviser
T: 02 9033 1912
M: 0419 75O 299
mcockbu rn (òscca. orq. a u

Kristin Pryce
Senior Adviser
T:02 9033 1941
M: 0477 042 516
kpryce@scca.org.au
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tr REPORT PURPOSE

This independent Report has been prepared for the NSW Government.

It recommends that Government develop a Retail lnvestment Policy for NSW that is built

on a 'centres first' approach and is developed in collaboration with industry.

This Report has been informed by a broad evidence based Retail lnvestmentStudythat

included an unprecedented level of engagement with key industry stakeholders. The

collected evidence was used to identify key issues affecting the retail industry as well as

options to address them. This Report reflects the outcomes of this research and

recommends the development of a Retail lnvestment Policy that supports all retail formats,

from smallformat retailto shopping centres, in the right location.

A new Retail lnvestment Policy would establish a basis for Government to achieve its

broader objectives of making efficient use of existing infrastructure, supporting economic

and population growth through regional strategies, greater competition and economic

productivity. The Department of Planning and Environment and NSW Treasury were

consulted during the course of the Study.

This Report embodies the Government's long held commitment to centres and transport. lt
recommends planning in a more equitable and transparent way to build industry and

community trust in the planning system.

This Report identifies three decisions Government could make now (without any need for
legislative change) to address the challenges faced by the retail industry:

1 Commit to a NSW Retail lnvestment Policy to give industry confidence and

certainty on the basis of a 'centres first' approach.

Establish a Retail lnvestment Working Group (RIWG) of industry experts to advise

Government on the preparation, implementation and monitoring of the policy; and

The preparation of a standard method and approach to the Net Community

Benefit Test (NCBT) by the RIWG for consistency and'certainty .
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. THE ISSUE
NSW should be the 'go to' location for retail investment in Australia. This is not,

however, the industry's experience, with investment in NSW being undermined by

the absence of a 'level playing field'.

The current inconsistent retail planning framework leads to frustration and creates

risk and investment uncertainty. This doesn't support growth or optimal retail

competition.

The retail industry is one of the most significant generators of employment and

investment in NSW, contributing:

4.4% of NSW's S+SSUn Gross State Product (GSP) in 2O1.1,-L21;

, Approximately 325,000 jobs (1O3% of all NSW jobs)2 across a range of skills and

education levels with an estimatedgO% being located within centres; and

, Support for housing and the environmental and social sustainability of our cities

and towns;

Despite this, NSW lacks a clear retail investment policy.

Even though it is forecast that Sydney will need over 5 million more square metresa

of retail floorspace by 203L, and despite the notable interest from overseas retailers,

Government is not seen to be facilitating investment or innovation. Furthermore, the

effective co-ordination of transport infrastructure with retail in centres does not

appear to be front of mind.

Whilst the State Government's subregional and Regional Strategies have a strong

centre hierarchy approach, planning proposals for out-of-centre retail continue to be

approved. Conversely, in-centre retail developments can face considerable delays

and barriers.

As a consequence, the decision making process in NSW is perceived as ad hoc and

unfair for all retail formats (from small format retail to shopping centres) ln turn,

these challenges and perceptions are resulting in missed opportunities for

'"ï:i,T:,?l:,::i::":::::^3::.,?::,1y;li,YliT,;,,,
2 Source: ABS Census 2011
3 Source: H¡ll PDA estìmate based on worker per sqm ratios for different floorspace types and their usual location

4 As calculated by HillPDA 2014 on the basis of Government populât¡on forecêsts, reêl growth in ret¿il spend ahd retail density turnover
equating to between 2.2 and 2 6sqm of shopfront floorspace by 2013

Activity centres in Government policy

NSW has a longstanding approach to centres based

planning. Locating retail uses within centres with good

public transport relates to the "most efficient use of use

of tronsport and other infrostructure, proximity to lobour

markets, and to improve the omenity and liveability of
those centres" (NSW Government 2009).

The co-location of uses within existing or new centres

also provides agglomeration benefits, consumer choice

and accessibility along with competition and economic

productivity.

No stakeholder engaged by this Study advocated a

change from a centres based approach in NSW. Rather

there was strong support for improved strategic planning

and assessment tools to enable the expansion and

creation of new centres for all retail types and formats.

lmportantly, when centres are referred to in this Report,

it does not denote any specific retail model or type,

rather a broad term that incorporates large and small,

enclosed and open, private and mixed ownership

formats.

Fínding suitøble retaíl sites ls o
chdllenge for everyone, not just new
market entronts.
I ndustry Stakeholder 2014
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Study Approach

I STUDYAPPROACH

ln orderto fully understand and unpack the challenges facing all stakeholders in

the NSW retail industry in a proactive, positive and co-ordinated way, an

unprecedented approach to stakeholder engagement was undertaken to inform

this Report.

As an initial step, the existing approach to policy implementation was reviewed

to identify potentialareas of improvement. A key basis of this analysis focused

on meetings and workshops with industry representatives. This was supported

by a review of international best practice as well as case study developments in

NSW to understand how the existing policy environment was influencing

development outcomes.

17 key issues were identified to be affecting the NSW retail industry. The issues

ranged from the need for a clear retail investment policy to the lack of industry

engagement and the need for a more equitable approach to developer

contributions. Consideration was then given to how these issues could be

addressed.

ln response to the issues and options identified, Stakeholders completed a

survey and attended workshops to identify areas of consensus. This Report, at

page 7 , outlines the outcomes of this engagement.

ln addition, this Report provides recommendations for key directions to be

applied in a NSW Retail lnvestment Policy. lt also sets out the early steps

Government could take toward achieving this outcome.
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'. WHERE STAKEHOLDERS AGREED - Opportunities for Government
The comprehensive stakeholder engagement which underpins this Report identified three critical

issues for the industry:

" The lack of a 'level playing field' which was undermining the Government's long held position

on centres and infrastructure investment in centres;

" The lack of Government coordinated engagement with industry to inform policy; and

' lnconsistent and inequitable decision making with respect to retail investment.

ln light of these issues, the Stakeholder engagement programme drew out 9 key areas that industry

agreed should be used by Government to form a sound basis for change.

Stakeholders engaged for the Study øgreed
thot the existing policy environment

føvoured no one - NSW needs an odopted
ond implemented Retoil lnvestment Policy
to su pport competition.

Stokeholders ogreed that a greater focus
was required at the strotegic stoges of
plonning to ovoid od hoc decision moking
ond policies that increosed investment risk
in NSW.

Stakeholders supported the establishment
of o Retail lndustry Working Group as a

source of informotion and feedbock to
Government.

These ereas of agreement
illustrate that the reta¡l
industry wants change and
is willing and mot¡vated to
engage with Government to
support its delivery.

1. NSW needs a Retail Investment Policy

There was unanimous support for the creation, adoption and implementation of a NSW Retail

lnvestment Policy that creates a 'level playing field' and facilitates competition and certainty.

2. NSW needs to focus on strateg¡c planning to prevent ad hoc decision making

Strategic planning must be undertaken to accommodate all retailtypes and models (i.e. all retail

formats, from smallformat retail to shopping centres)to facilitate a more equitable and

competitive approach to investment and better allow the market to respond to demand.

3. Retail policy to filter through the NSW planning system

The principles and directions of the Retail lnvestment Policy need to filter through the relevant

metropolitan, subregional and local environmental plans and practices for consistency and

certainty across all levels of Government.

4. Build an evidence base to support decisions

Evidence is required to better understand existing and projected demand for retailfloorspace by

region to accommodate adequate supply. ln the interests of competition and productivity, the

quantification of demand should not however be used to cap levels of retail floorspace in

appropriate locations i.e. centres,

6



WHERE STAKEHOLDERS AGREED - Opportunities for Government

5. Ongoing industry engagement with Government

The retail industry is dynamic and has a strong influence on the evolution of centre typology,

character and function. A Retail lnvestment Working Group (RIWG) should be established by

Government to give direct input to, and feedback on, the preparation and implementation of

retail and centre related policy and practice.

6. Better decision making tools and guidance

Transparent, consistent and timely decision making relies on the appropriate application of
existing tools, such as the Net Community Benefit Test. To improve the successful application

of these tools and their assessment of the economic, social and environmental implications

of new developments they should be developed further with input from the RIWG to better

support urban productivity and growth.

7, Collaboration and accountability

Additional support and education for Local and State Government planners with respect to

retail matters and the use of decision support tools would provide a sound basis for strategic

planning and decision making. Greater collaboration at the strategic planning stage would

also support the sustainable growth of centres and, where appropriate, the formation of new

ones to meet latent, existing and / or forecast demand.

8. Equal contributions to infrastructure

Stakeholders agreed the scale and inconsistency of approach to section 94 contributions was

a key issue for the industry that created uncertainty for investment. Development

contributions should also be considered as part of any NCBT,

9. Urban design requirements

The implementation of detailed urban design requirements can be a major challenge for
retail development and is often considered a barrier to design innovation. Accordingly

stakeholders supported the formation of better working relationships with councils to

develop suitable design controls for retail.

Stakeholders agreed that a more
eq uita ble a pprooch towo rds
d eve I o p m e nt co ntri b uti o n s w as
required to support on effective
centres first retail policy

7



I THREE THINGS GOVERNMENT CAN DO NOW

To address the challenges and
barriers the retail industry faces
today, it is critical that a Retail
lnvestment Policy does not
replicate the problems of the
past. lt is important to ensure
that any a new policy is

implemented and carried
through the planning system
down to the local level.

The following diagram outlines
three things Government could
do now without the need for
legislative change.

Each has been presented as a

sequential step to inform the
next outcome.

.:

Commit to a new Retail lnvestment Policy

The Government's commitment to a Retail lnvestment Policy would send a positive signal and create

greater investment certainty and a framework for competition. The Policy should be based on

evidence that identifies where the demand for retail floorspace and centres is growing and how it
could be better accommodated within existing or new centres taking a 'centres first' approach. lt
should recognise the role of the market and feed into the broader strategic planning framework.

A commitment to, and the implementation of a NSW Retail lnvestment Policy would also address

challenges with respect to the lack of suitable land zoned to support investment, whilst supporting a

more sustainable approach to planning NSW's centres and their supporting infrastructure.

Establish the Reta¡l lnvestment Working Group (RlWGl

The RIWG would comprise of 8 to L0 representatives of the retail industry (including retailers, property

owners, industry organisations and planning experts) and provide practical industry input and

experience to Government to design an effective Retail lnvestment Policy. The RIWG would also

provide advice to / work with Government to support the development and analysis of planning

strategies, industry trends and short term projects.

The establishment of the RIWG would help to address challenges concerning the lack of industry

engagement and investment certainty. Existing examples of similar groups established by the DP&E

include the Affordable Housing, Employment Lands Taskforce and Culture Change working Group. To

be effective the RIWG requires a champion or sponsor within Government.

Review and consistently implement the Net Community Benefit Test (NCBT)

Whilst NCBTs are an existing tool, they are inconsistently and often inaccurately applied in practice,

adversely effecting the equity of decision making in a retail context. The development of a consistent

and industry accepted approach to NCBTs should be a primary goal of the RIWG.

A consistent methodology and application of the NCBT (that is appropriately weighted for locations)

would address the immediate challenge faced by the industry concerning certainty of investment and

transparency in decision making. lt would also provide a fair and equitable approach to decision

making that considers all of the potential costs and benefits of a retail development to the community

Please refer to Appendix 1 for further details concerning the principles and benefits of the NCBT.8



O BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH

The three things Government could do now would have the following benefits

The lssue The Decision

The lack of a'level
playing field' which wos
underminíng the
Government's long held
position on centres ønd
infrastructure
investment in centres

The lack of Government
coordinated
engagementwith
industry to inform policy

lnconsistent and
inequitable decisíon
moking with respect to
retail investment

Commit to a Retail
lnvestment Policy

Establish the RIWG

RIWG to help develop
and implement the
NCBT

The Benefits

Places the focus on planning for growth at the strategic planning stage creating equitable
opportunities, consistency and 'a level playing field'for investment for all types of retail (i.e. large
and smallformat)

Reduces the need for spot rezonings and the 'gaming' of the planning system for the fortunate
few

Forms a basis for the collation and utilisation of evidence

lncrease s opportunities for retail competition, productivity and the efficient use of infrastructure

Creates consistency with broader Government policy directions

lncreases opportunities for growth and jobs closer to home

Feeds into the hierarchy of strategic plans in NSW to create consistency and certainty as well as a

'level playing field'

Provides an effective interface between Government and a dynamic and evolving industry to
inform policy development

Creates an opportunity for further consensus building and agreed outcomes

Creates a clear decision making framework that can be implemented in the short term

Equally balances social, economic and environmental considerations

Removes confusion as to how to plan for different types of retail formats by putting the focus
back on planning upfront for all retail formats and assessing the economic, social and

environmental implications of retail investment

9



* KEY DIRECTIONS FOR A NSW RETAIL INVESTMENT POLICY

Based on the evidence and stakeholder feedback. gained, the

following 10 key directions are recommended to guide the

development of a new Retail lnvestment Policy. The RIWG

should advise Government on the specifics of these directions

and how they translate into policy and practice.

Primacy - retail is primarily located in established or planned

centres recognised by strategic policy in support of economic,

social and environ menta I susta i na bi lity objectives.

Current evidence - policy directions to be based on evidence,

which is regularly updated to ensure adequate capacity to
meet demand and support competition.

Accountability - minimum retailfloorspace targets should be

used to ensure supply meets the needs of local communities

and supports productivity, and not as a floorspace cap.

Equlty - retail planning should be undertaken and policy

applied equally for all retailformats, from smallformat retail

to shopping centres so that strategic planning facilitates

appropriate locations for retail formats.

Barriers - barriers to investment, such as floorspace caps, to

be removed in established centres to support competition and

productivity.

Engagement - the preparation of policies and strategies to be

informed by the RIWG to ensure relevance and resilience.

Guidance - prepare clear guidance and examples of how

decision making tools such as the NCBT should be applied at

both the strategic planning and development stages to
support timely and consistent decision making processes.

Competition - new 'out-of-centre'or edge of centre retail

approvals should facilitate opportunities for more than one

retailer and form the focus of a new centre to be

masterplanned. Developments in these locations should pay

equal development contributions to retail developments

located within centres and should.benefit from a reasonable

level of public transport.

Sustainability - plan for transport upgrades and

improvements to support sustainable and equitable access to
retail within all types of centres.

Future proofing - plan centres and assess developments

whilst considering future growth and expansion opportunities

including the potential transition of retail from lower to higher

intensity uses.

,5
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o APPENDIX 1 - About the Net Community Benefit Test Approach

What is NCBT and its potent¡al benefits?

The NCBT is an existing means of assessing the economic, social and environmental implications of a proposed new retail development, or

centre, and supporting decisions. The test allows for innovation in the retail industry as well as flexibility to respond to market forces, The

approach considers the external costs and benefits of a proposed development to the community. lt differs from other decision making tools

(such as Cost Benefit Analysis) as it does not consider financial matters such as the cost of land or return to the developer. The draft Centres

Policy of 2009 advocated the use of the NCBT recognising that "o net community benefit arises where the sum of all the benefits of a

development or rezoning outweigh the sum of oll costs".

What should NCBT Consider?

" The level of available (or potentially available) floorspace in existing centres and edge of centre locations including their retail suitability

and financial viability for development and why the proposed development could be located on these sites;

. The net community benefit of the proposalagainst a base case (i.e. the do nothing scenario)as well as other relevant scenarios (i.e.

locating the retail development in alternative locations);
. The external costs and benefits of the proposed development should be quantified having regard to:

, the net increase (and type) of jobs generated as a result of the proposal;

, the costs or benefits associated with infrastructure demand and provision as a result of the proposal;

' Any likely travel cost implications; and

, Any other likely external costs and benefits of the proposal (i.e. the externalities);

' Whether the amended LEP is likely to create a precedent or create or change the expectations of the landowner or other landholders;

' Whether existing public infrastructure (roads, rail, utilities) are capable of servicing the proposed site;

' Cumulative impacts of development / proposed development;

' The extent of pedestrian, cycle and public transport access now or in the future;

" The impact on amenity in the location and in the wider community; and

' Whether the public domain would improve as a result of the proposal.

The NCBT should not consider transfer effects (i.e. factors that are simply relocated from one area to another), nor private costs (i.e. cost of
development or return to the developer). 1)



. APPENDIX 1 - About the Net Community Benefit Test Approach

Areas requiring further development and clarification

To support the better use of the NCBT, it is recommended the following matters be developed and defined further by the RIWG in

collaboration with the Government.

What factors should be considered by the NCBT and what methods should be used to quantify them?

When should a NCBT be used as opposed to a CBA? Should they both be required for larger developments?

Should NCBT consider economic impacts to other centres in the locality?

How does NCBT factor in the 'sequential test' approach, floorspace demand assessment, environmental sustainability and infrastructure

costs?

To ensure the effective implementation of the NCBT, it is also recommended that:

A detailed guideline is prepared which sets out the suitability of different methods to preparing and assessing a NCBT accompanying a

planning / development proposal; and

A training programme be developed to advise practitioners, including those in local government, on how and when to use the NCBT,

along with appropriate methodology and weightings given to its application.

I
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Fed repoft calls for open slather but Cuftis P¡tt not open
to shop trading changes

¡ JESSICA MARSZALEK

¡ THE COURIER-MAIL

¡ APRIL 01,2015 l2¡004M

t22728689s348

QUEENSLAND businesses should be allowed to open whenever they like,
according to a landmark repoft to the Federal Government.

But the Palaszczuk Government has said a blunt "no" to the advice.

The Harper review into competition law yesterday highlighted the state's significant

restrictions on opening hours that only serve to disadvantage bricks and mortar

retailers while shoppers spent up online whenever they wanted.

It found Christmas Day, Good Friday and Anzac morning should be the only days

regulated but other restrictions should remain for liquor stores and gambling

services.

"Deregulation of retail trading hours is overdue, and ... remaining restrictions should

be removed as soon as possible," the repoft said.

States should also look at allowing alcohol to be sold in supermarkets as current

bans "impede competition", it said.

It is the first time the Palaszczuk Government has been asked to deal with the issue

of opening hours.

Queensland Industrial Relations Minister Cuftis Pitt said the Government would work

through all 56 recommendations and respond to the Commonwealth, but he told The

Courier-Mailthe Government had "no plans to review or change the way trading

hours are determined in Queensland".

Prianca Maharaj, 21, said she preferred in-store shopping to try on clothes but it was

hard to do outside work hours.

"I usually shop online at the moment because I don't have time to get out at other

times when stores are open," the university student said,



The repoft also calls for a review of the taxi industry facing unregulated rideshare

services such as Uber.

But rather than a crackdown, businesses that contract out private rides through apps

should be encouraged, it said.

Mr Pitt said discussions were already underway between taxi companies and Uber on

regulatory change.

The review also opens the way for prescription medicines to be sold in

supermarkets. Laws shielding businesses from overseas competition should also be

dropped for books and second-hand cars, potentially cutting prices by 35 per cent.

Federal Small Business Minister Bruce Billson said the Government had "quite an

appetite" for reform.



Small business association calls on Brisbane City
Council to stand up against National Retail Association
application for big retailers to extend trading hours
\l a.r | 3, 2ll l5 .ì; I {rprn
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A BID to standardise trading hours throughout southeast Queensland would be a big hit to

small business in Brisbane.

That's the claim by the Master Grocers Australia, which represents independent supermarket
operators including FoodWorks and IGA.

The group has called on Brisbane City Council to stand up against a National Retail
Association application to extend trading hours.

Representative Helen Spain, who addressed council at its meeting on Tuesday May 12, said
the proposal to overhaul trading hours throughout the southeast to 7am-9pm, Monday to
Saturday, would have a big impact on small business.

"In 1990 Queensland parliament thought that it was a good idea to allow a window in which
the exempt shops, the small businesses of Queensland, and Brisbane City Council region,
would have an opportunity to trade without competing against the larger shops," she said.

"So my message here today ... is now is not a good time to change any aspect of the trading
hours just in southeast Queensland area.

"It's not about harmonising hours, it's about increasing the standard trading hours for every
suburban shopping centre in Brisbane.

"It's about increasing the standard trading hours by ten hours a week."

She said local shopping strips in suburbs including Indooroopilly and Ashgrove would be
heavily impacted by any change.

Finance, Economic Development and Administration committee chair Cr Julian Simmonds
thanked her for the feedback, but would not commit any full support to the Master Grocers
Australia campaign.

"'We certainly appreciate the feedback on the application we know is currently before the

Queensland Industrial Relations Commission to extend the trading hours throughout
southeast Queensland atea," Mr Simmonds said.



"As a new world city we have constant pressure particularly within the ... CBD ... but also in
that inner-ring suburbs, a pressure from visitors and residents with high expectations about
their access to goods and services and this helps Brisbane compete for tourism and
investment with other major cities in Australia and Asia.

"I also acknowledge the concerns you have raised here today."

Last year the National Retail Association made its application to the commission to unify the
southeast Queensland region under one set oftrading hours.

The proposal covers the districts of Brisbane, Logan, Ipswich, the Gold Coast and Sunshine
Coast.

The NRA renewed its calls following Anzac Day, where business-owners raised issues about
confusion about the hours they were allowed to trade.



Extended WA trading hours on Sunday a 'good
thing', Premier Colin Barnett says
By Jessica Strutt

Posted 17 Apr 2015,3:30pm

West Australian Premier Colin Barnett has conceded that an extra hour or two
for shopping on a Sunday morning would be a "good thing" for consumers.

Currently most general retail shops are banned from opening before 11:00am on
Sundays in the state.

Some WA Liberal backbenchers have been lobbying for a change that would allow
all shops to open earlier on Sundays but Mr Barnett has repeatedly ruled that out.

As the stoush over GST revenue continues, the Federal Government is putting
pressure on the WA Government to radically reform its economy, including
deregulating retail trading hours and privatising assets including power poles and
wires.

Asked today about the Federal Government's push for reform, Mr Barnett appeared
to soften his opposition to shops being allowed to open earlier on Sundays.

"We have weeknight trading, this Government introduced it. We have Sunday
trading; this Government introduced it [too]," he said.

"lf we are to have an extra hour or two on a Sunday morning that might be a good
thing ... people would probably enjoy it.

"lt's not going to have a discernible impact on the WA economy but it's a good thing
for shoppers."

As recently as mid-February Mr Barnett ruled out extending the general trading
hours for all shops on Sunday from 11:00am to 9:00am.

He said at the time confusing rules on hardware stores' Sunday trading hours would
be addressed by the WA Government this year.

ln WA, most Bunnings stores open at 7.00am on Sundays but the products they can
sell and at what times are consequently restricted.

Its major competitor Masters opens its stores later on Sundays - at 11:00am - which
enables it to stock and sell a broader range of products, including whitegoods.

The Government has flagged plans to bring in legislation this year to iron out the
hardware trade anomalies but cannot say when it would be introduced.



Liberals
lose state
director
IAUREN I{OVAK

Ll BERAL Party state d¡rector
Ceoff G¡cene has resignetl, ef-
fecLive immedìately

It follorvs unexpected losses
I)y the Þarty ât last )'ear's stflte
election and subsequenl by-
elcction irì the seat of Fisher

Mr Creene also o!ersarv the
part)"s caDpâigns fo¡ the 2013
federal election, won by the
Coalition, and a state by-elec-
t¡on in l)avÐport, rvhere the
Liberals retîined lhc seat

Dcspite attracting some
criticism for the losscs. ìvlr
(ìreene rlrew praise fron l-ib-
cral Party statc pre-s¡den1 Rol)
ert l¡wsor)

In a statemenl re-
lcased ¡'esterdal, l\4r Lawson
said Mr Greene had irì(eased
the partys reprsenlal.¡on at
bolh slate and federal levels

"Geolïrey Creene ran an
e-\cellent fedeEl election cm-
paigD and, while we rverc un-
ûble to rvin the state elect¡on,
lcd the party to ils best resultin
2l )'eaE, " he sai.i

Slate Libeml leader Steven
i\{arshall s¡id Mr Creene's
contribution "ìeav6 s in â far
stronger position thaD \rhen
lre arriverl'
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o*n wineg,, "Epcrnay", rvhich
tmdes as Trevor Jona Fine
lvines, ¡bout 4km from Kel-
leme¡ster

Police have alleged Jons,
who has been in the wine in-
dustry for 35 yean, enlered
Kellemeister during the early
houm of the moming on Sun-
day. February 22, ¡nd delib-
erately opened the taps on four
tanks - caus¡ng 25,000 l¡trs of
chardoDnay to be spilt

At the tiDe, Kelleme¡ster
Wins propr¡elor Ma¡k Pearæ
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Review urges change

Door is
aFr
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lN COURT: Trevor Jons during h¡s time ¿t Kellerme¡st€r Wines and, below left,
Kelleme¡ster w¡n6 propr¡etor Mark Pearce; below r¡ght. Jon6 outside court yesterday.

longer
trad¡ng
JACKSOI{ G0THE.SNAPE you buy lrom br¡cks ar)d nìor-

tù you get it immediately, but
Sl'lOP orvneß should be al- if the shop's not opeD, you're
lorved lo choose rvhen thel' notgo¡ngtobul'an]'thing '

\vanttoopeDsotheycanbetter l¡st rveek, tbe sììop Djs-
sat¡sfy the¡r customers, 3 re- tr¡brrt¡\,e^ssociation and Busi-
vierv ofÁustralian compet¡tion ness SA came hl an ¡greement
policyhasfound thal reduces weekend pay

The South Áustral¡aD Gov- mflt r¡tes for ret¡il staffin e\-
emment has not rejectcd the change [or future iDconr
suß86tion out of hand, giving
hope to retailers despcrate to
reach customers outside tra-
d¡lion¡l trfld¡ng hou¡s

Deput)' Prem¡er John Rau
lras left the door open to fulure
reform l4¡hile hc believð the
prc.sL'nt arrìngenrents in S^
¡rc s¡tisfâctory. he toltl TTte

/ldle¡li-\cr he sould [¡e ilte¡-
este(l in 'he¡r¡ng from people
and groups rrho m¡ght be af-
lecte(l by the inrplementation
of lhe recommendations be-

incrcases Reducing rveekend
rvages tfircreticalll allows
shop orvners to keep thcir
doors opcn for loDgcr

But the Covcrnnte¡tt still
regulates \rlìe¡r shops crn and
cannot l)e opeD

Cu¡rcìtly, tlp¡c¡l CliD
shops can t¡rerr unlil 9¡rnr on
week(lays, ùnt¡l 5frìì on Salur-
da)s arì(l l)et$eeD lìJDì 3Dd

5pnr on Sundays
iUore onerous restrictions

apply in the Greate¡ ,\del¡ide
area and in 35 regidral shop-
ping districts For cranrple',
shops in Âdelaíde's suburbs arc
prevented fronr qrening on
public holidnys âp¡rt fronì
Easter Saturdîy

SDA Secretdv Pcter lrl¿l-
¡nauskas rejected tlìc rcc-
ommendfltioD lo (leretulate
trading houro on public holi-
days bmause it $ould disad-
vantage retail rrorken-

A 2007 revierr of SA retail
tnding houõ by Âlan ñloss
rccommended that q[ent
shopping houñ be reta¡ned

Busins5 SA is encoumging
retailem who wanl psally
rat6 reformed to display post-
ers in their shops ovcr Ester
e\plain¡ng rvhy the.y are
closed

mediâte refom in lhe areas of
retail lÉd¡ng hours, parallel
¡mportation such as sond-
hand mn, and phamrac¡'orvn-
eahip and localion ruls

It fllso ræommends action
by, and collabontion behvæn,
state and federal govemment,

Fedeml Small BusÍnw
l\'linister Bruce Bi¡lson sa¡d
more collaboÌation u'as need-
ed, but 'lhe appetite is there'
for change

Rick Caimey, frcm Busi-
nss SA, said reta¡leE mighl
mt rtrt to op€n at gam on a

Sunday, bul they needed more
ftædom ¡n matching their
houß to their rutomtr base.

"Bri(ks-and-mortar retail is

mmtEting with online, ild
thet/re opo 2417," hesa¡d.

'l've had peple sy that if

I'€TA.[.S

Hotel to
turn the
tables

i::üTJ-iï:" Winery owner, ex-worker ;¡;;îhï:
"#"i:,ï in a case of sour grapes llJ:kit

rvhilerervardingthegoodons v ^ tighlestre-
Victorian fam¡l)-olvncd Art

Series Hotel Cìroup w¡ll begin
''reverse reviews" on obliginB
guests staying at ¡ts hotels ¡n

Atlelaide, Melboumemd Ben-
digo from Apr¡l 17 to May 3l

The company said the at-
tempt to 'tum the t¿blö" on
gu6ts is driven by a dual ob-
jective - to sæ if 'the f@r of
having one's dirty laundry
aired in public" mak6 the
hotel b€tter for ¿ll, and to re-
rvard its perfect guesLs-

Guðts who opt in w¡ll have
their behãviour asssed and
Enked by staffat the hotel

Good and bad reviews will
be published online hith com-
plímeDtary sta)'s, upgEd6,
food and drink for guats scor-
ing four orfive staß

The idm came frcm r6ulls
ofa Galary suruey showing 30
per cent AustmliaN had con-
fessed to bad behaviou in he
lels, including walking in front
ofwindows naked and theft-

KEil MGGRE60R
COURT REPORTER

A MAN acosed of deliberat-
ely dRining $300,000 worth of
chardonnay from Kellemeis-
tcrWinæ isafomeremployæ
\rho is nolv a rival rvinemaker,

Trevor David Jons, 57, a¡
pflred in the Eliæbelh Magis-
lÉts Court yesterday where
he is yet to plead to char86 of
serious oimiDal trespæs and
property damage over the inci-
dent at Kellermeister at Lyn-
doch 16t month.

Jones.
lvho's also
known

as"Bqots",rvas$'¡ncrnâkerand 2011. Jons sai¡l he was 'enr- stricl¡ons on retil¡l tmd¡ng
productioD manager for Kel- barking on an e-\cil¡ng nov housapply
lermeister unt¡l 2010 rvhen he Yenlure" fic revierv, letl by Professor
and his father started their "For rrearly t\vo decrdes I lao flarper, makes 56 recom-

have been jugglinp the old mendations, including inr

w¡ll ¡c'xt

said hewæ relieved noneof his in June.
flagship red had been touched.

Mr Peilce said the drained
rvine rvas a 2010-ll chardonnay
vintage, rYhich rvâs kept in an
area ofthervjnery used to store
wine belore il rvâs bottled.

In a pr6s releöe about his
split from Kellemeister in

fân¡h' husin6s al Kellemeis-
teÌ æ rvellas my orvn bnnd "

Jon6 hes also rçorked as a

consultmt rvincmaker for
otherwineris in the region

Accord¡ng to its rvebsite,
Kelleme¡ster chardonnay re
tails for betrreen Sl8 and 525 a

botlle
Jones, who made no com-

ment as he lcfl court y6terday,

appear
in court

--
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PERTH 2014 EXTENDED CHRISTMAS TRADING HOURS - SNAPSHOT
We have assessed the 'extended' trading hours period in December 2014/January 2015 as announced by the Minister for
Commerce, Michael Mischin, on 2 November 2OI4, in his media statement: "Christmas bonanza for early-bird shoppers".

Based on (1) customer foot traffic and (2) retailer participation data, the SCCA considers that the extended trading hours

period was a success. lt enabled retailers to trade more flexibly to serve their customers. lt provided business,

employment and consumer opportunities. SCCA members that operate across Perth include AMP Capital, Charter Hall,

Federation Centres, Lend Lease, Novion Property Group, Perron Group, SCA Property Group, the Scentre Group and

Stockland.

5 KEY RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS: A SNAPSHOT FROM SCCA MEMBERS

Customer foot traffic increased over t¡me
. For one SCCA member company, the proportion of customer foot traffic across the 20 pre-Christmas days, which

incorporated extended trading hours, increased Írom 44% in the first 10 days (5-14 December) to57%in the last 10 days

(15-24 December) (see below). This suggests that Perth's shoppers undertook their Christmas shopping later In the

month. This trend was experienced by a number of SCCA members.

Total pre-Christmas customer foot traffic (% of total/period)
?5%
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LO%
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o%

5-9 Dec. 10-14 Dec. 15-19 Dec. 20-24 Dec.

...so d¡d reta¡ler part¡c¡pat¡on...from t5%to 4L%

. For another SCCA member company, the average retailer participation increased over time during the 'early morning'

extended trading hour period, increasing from 15% in the first 10 days (5-14 December) to 4I% in the last 10 days (15-24

December). This trend was experienced by other SCCA members. These figures highlight two important issues: (1) more

than just 'big' retailers traded during the extended trading hours period, and (2) small retailers are not (and cannot be)

'forced'to trade by shopping centre owners and managers (otherwise the participation rate would be 100%).

1,839+ store open¡ngs
. ln one SCCA member shopping centre alone, 1,869 store openings were enabled during the extended trading hours period

in the lead up to Chr¡stmas. When multiplied across Perth's various shopping centres, these store openings provided

additional business, employment and consumer opportunities. lt was observed that common 'early morning' store

openings were food retailers, which was similar to trade later in the day including where co-located with (for instance)

entertainment precincts.

Top 5: Sundays (and Boxing Day) the strongest
o The top 5 days for retailer participation for one SCCA member company were the 4 Sundays (7'h/L4'h/2:-"/28tn¡ across

December as well as Box¡ng Day. This suggests that Sunday trading is a popular trading day, with the potential for further
systematic trading hours reform, and that Boxing Day is a popular shopping day as it is across the country in other major

cities.

Perth's shoppers and retailers operate differently
. A key outcome is that SCCA member feedback indicates that Perth's reta¡lers opened at different times across different

days. For one SCCA member centre, Friday 19 December 2015 had the strongest retailer partic¡pat¡on with 95% take-up.

For another centre, the stron8est retailer participation occurred on Saturday 20 December. This suggests, quite sensibly,

that where regulation enables flexibility, retailers respond differently and open at different times depending on their
location.

Customer foot traffic

3L%

26y"

23%

o
Contact: Angus Nardi: Executive Director, SCCA, 0408 079 184, anardi@scca.ors.au
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SHOPPING CENTRES WELCOME BOXING DAY COMMITMENT

The Baird Government's election commitment to reform outdated Boxing Day shop trading
restrictions will provide a major benefit to business flexibility, consumers and the economy,
according to the Executive Director of the Shopping Centre Council of Australia (SCCA),
Angus Nardi.

"Treasurer Constance's announcement today is fantastic news for consumers, jobs and the
economy", said Mr Nardi.

"The current Boxing Day restrictions on major retailers means that shopping centres can't
justify opening their doors on a day that is known for being a great day for shopping".

"The current restrictions are out-dated and not in line with consumer preferences. Consumer
choice, not government regulation, should decide when shops can open".

"Our member companies who open across other major cities on Boxing Day, such as
Melbourne and Pefth, tell us that consumers vote with their feet and keep coming through the
doors".

"While the Government's commitment applies state-wide, easing the restrictions across
Sydney's major centres alone would see the end of the aftificial barriers which enable people
to access all shops in Bondi Junction, but not in Blacktown, Parramatta, Chatswood or Rouse
Hill,"

Mr Nardi also noted that other centres and communities identified in the Government's A Plan
for Growing Sydney (released in December 2OL4) would benefit from the proposed changes,
including Bankstown, Burwood, Campbelltown/Macarthur, Castle Hill, Hurstville, Macquarie
Park and Liverpool.

"The Government has identified these centres as the priority hubs for retail development,
investment and job creation in order deliver sustainable growth and maximise productivity,
This announcement is entirely consistent with this objective", said Mr Nardi,

"Across Sydney's major centres alone, we estimate there's around 1.1 million square metres
of retail floor space - equivalent to over 150 football fields - that isn't being utilised on
Boxing Day".

"Easing the restrictions across these locations could enable the opening of over 110 major
retailers and 3,800 specialty retailers, including over 300 food outlets and cafes, across a
number of shopping centres".

"This would also enable residents and consumers to shop closer to home, enjoy the benefit of
Boxing Day sales, and also provide local employment and business growth opportunities."

"Importantly, retailers cannot be forced to trade if they don't want to".
*SCCA members have shopping centres that would be able to trade if current Boxing Day
restrictions were lifted. Our members are: AMP Capital Investors, Blackstone Group,
Brookfield Office Propefties, Chafter Hall Retail REIT, DEXUS Property Group, Eureka Funds
Management, Federation Centres, GPT Group, Ipoh Management Services, ISPT, Jen Retail
Properties, JLL, Lancini Group, Lend Lease, McConaghy Group, McConaghy Propefties, Mirvac,
Novion Propefty Group, Perron Group, Precision Group, QIC, Savills, SCA Property Group,
Scentre Group (owner and manager of Westfield shopping centres in Australia and New
Zealand) and Stockland,

Contact: Kristin Pryce, Senior Adviser, O4I7 O42 5t6

ABN: 41 116 804 310
Shopping Centre Council of Australia Limited

Property Council ofAustralia House, Level 1, 11 Barrack Street, Sydney NSW 2000
Telephone: 02 9033 1902 Facsimile: 02 9033 1976 www.scca.org.au


